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CURRICULUM

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING                                          

INDUSTRY ENDORSED CURRICULUM                                           
Industry endorsed curriculum by our Industry experts.                                        

EMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANCE

CAREER SERVICES                                          
Career support through mock interviews, resume building and
interview preparation workshops.                                        

PLACEMENT ASSURANCE                                 
Guaranteed interview oppurtunities with leading companies and
startups.                                       

TECH- ENABLED
LEARNING

SMART CLASSROOM                                          
Learning in technologically- augmented  classrooms, enhanced with
live lecture recording.                                        

LMS                              
Exclusive access to IIBM learning portal for additional learning and
assessments.                                      

INDUSTRY
CONNECT

INDUSTRY MENTORSHIP                                          
Dedicated industry leaders to guide you through career- related 
queries. 

                                     

ABOUT US

WHY THIS PROGRAM WITH IIBM

            Edtech Company Since 2008                                                    

            25,000+ Learners                                                    

            450+ Employees                                                                                                        

           40+ Courses                                                           

            1,20,000 Sq. Ft. Infrastructure                                                                

            Member of AIMA, MMA,CII, D&B, FIEO
                                    
                                                                                                  



Awards 2019 for most ‘’Reliable Online
Education & Training Institute.’’

                                   

winner by ‘’BBC Knowledge’’ 2017 at
Taj Lands End Mumbai.

                                   

‘’Education Leadership Award 2018’’                                   
for Innovation by most ‘’Promising Online 
Education & Training Institute.’’

                                   

‘’Pride of Indian Education Awards’’                                   
for ‘’ Best Online Institute for Management 
Courses 2019.’’

                                   

“Global Education Awards 2018”                                    
for ‘’Emerging Management Education
Online Solution.’’

                                   ‘’ World Education Award 2017 ‘’                                   
winner in ‘’Innovation by Management 
Institute. ‘’

                                   

‘’ Indian Education Congress Award’’ 
                                   winner for ’’ Excellence in Distance Learning 

Education ‘’ 2017.

                                   

‘’Education Leadership Award’’                                    

‘’National Education Excellence’’                                    

Awards 2021 by WBR Corporation.

                                   

‘’Emerging Data Science Institute
   of the year “                                    

“ Higher Education Review Institute of
   the year 2016 ”  
   
                                

from ‘’Higher Education Review’’ for providing 
excellent oppurtunity to management 
students.

                                   

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

IIBM’s MASTER PROGRAM 
IN DESIGN

Advanced Job Skills

100% Placement

Industry Assessed Projects

Online Training



WHO SHOULD ENROLL  

We have a team of dedicated admissions counselors who are here to help guide you in 
applying to the program. They are available to:

Address questions related to the application

Help you resolve your questions and understand the program

TALK TO ADMISSION COUNSELLOR  

Pursuing Engineering Graduates from Mechanical/Aeronautical/Automobile streams, 
which helps in their academic projects and to perform in campus interviews.

Individuals in the folllowing roles and disciplines are ideal for this course:

Engineering passed out from Mechanical/Aeronautical/Automobile streams who are 
interested in design �eld.

Candidates having gap after education looking to gain project experience on any of cad 
tools.

To choose career in design �eld:

You should have good knowledge in Engineering/Machine drawing.

You should have some knowledge in di�erent manufacturing processes.

You should have some knowledge in di�erent material properties.

REQUIREMENTS:



MASTER PROGRAM IN DESIGN 

Master Program In Design Rs. 50,000 + GST 18% 1. Master Program In Design 

S.NO. Course Name Duration Certificates Course Fees

11 Months

Master Program In
Design

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

11.

 Video Tutorials

  LMS Capstone Projects

 Resume Making Facility

 100% Job Placement 

 Doubt Clearing Sessions

 Career Assistance Videos

        Provided

Learn From Home Any Time 

8.

 Career Assistance Live Sessions

9.

EMI Option

10.

12.

13.

Course Duration

Expected CTC

Mentorship by Expert

Yes

Yes

Yes

3-5 lacs 

Yes

Yes

15+

Yes

11 Months

Yes

Yes

Yes

JOB PLACEMENT

160+ Hours

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS



  MASTER PROGRAM IN DESIGN
                                              

Fresh Graduates/ Diploma in any discipline.

This Masters course focuses on human and user-centred design and focuses on developing 
research and practice-based design solutions to respond to a demanding industry and rapidly 
changing society.

11 Months

 Auto Cad

 Catia V5

 Solid Works

 Unigraphics NX

ABOUT

ELIGIBLITY

COURSE DURATION

CURRICULUM

COURSE FEES

CERTIFICATES

MODULE 1

MODULE 2

MODULE 3

MODULE 4

 

Rs. 50,000 + GST 18% 

Master Program in Design



Autocad

Catia V5

Solid Works

Unigraphics NX

1.

2.

3.

4.

Master Program In Design

CURRICULUM



AUTO CAD



2d commands:

Draw
options: Line, polyline, x-line, polygon rectangle, 
ellipse, circle, arc,spline mline, text,
ray, helix, point, gradient, table, donut, 

Modify
options: move, copy, scale, offset, array, 
hatch, extend, trim, erase, explode, join,
divide, add, blend, divide, measure, wipeout, 
join, break, break at point, stretch, boundary, 
region, fillet, chamfer, 

2d commands:
Draw
options: Line, polyline, x-line, polygon rectangle, 
ellipse, circle, arc,spline, 
mline, text,ray, helix, point, gradient, 
table, donut, 

Modify
options: move, copy, scale, offset, array, 
hatch, extend, trim, erase, explode, join,
divide, add, blend, divide, measure, wipeout, 
join, break, break at point, stretch, boundary, 
region, fillet, chamfer, 

Annotation
options: linear dimension, aligned 
dimension, angular dimension, ordinate 
dimensioning, jogged dimensioning, dimension 
style, 

� Annotation
� options: linear dimension, aligned 

dimension, angular dimension, ordinate 
dimensioning, jogged dimensioning, dimension 
style, 

� Layers 
� options: layer properties, new

layer, turn on/off, freeze off, lock/
unlock, delete layer

� Block

1. Autocad



Layers 
options: layer properties, new
layer, turn on/off, freeze off, lock/
unlock, delete layer

Block
options: make block, insert block,
write block, edit block, unblock

� Annotation
� options: linear dimension, aligned 

dimension, angular dimension, ordinate 
dimensioning, jogged dimensioning, dimension 
style, 

� Layers 
� options: layer properties, new

layer, turn on/off, freeze off, lock/
unlock, delete layer

� Block
� options: make block, insert block,

write block, edit block, unblock

� Annotation
� options: linear dimension, aligned 

dimension, angular dimension, ordinate 
dimensioning, jogged dimensioning, dimension 
style, 

� Layers 
� options: layer properties, new

layer, turn on/off, freeze off, lock/
unlock, delete layer

� Block
� options: make block, insert block,

write block, edit block, unblock

Properties 
options: match properties, 
line type, line type scale, line weight,
color controls

Plotting
options: window, layout, display, centre the 
plot, convert to pdf or jpg

Layout
options: multi view, multi space, plot



Function keys

options: F1 to F12

Other commands

area, list, identity, polyedit , layers, plot, 

ucsicon , limits, units, startup, convert to 

pdf , excel to table, group, regeneration, 

cntrl options, grips, clip board, utilities, 

pan, zoom, ray 

A sample 2d drawing
Half section of Plummer block done in Autocad



3d commands:
Modeling
options: Box, cylinder, cone, wedge, sphere,  
torus, pyramid, extrude, revolve, sweep, loft

Solid editing
options: shell, solid union, solid subtract, solid intersect, 
separate, slice, 3d rotate, 3d move, 3d mirror, 3d 
scale, section, extrude faces, move faces, delete 
faces, color faces, taper faces, copy faces, 
imprint, 3d array, interfere, thicken, extract 
edges  

Views & Visual styles
options: front, top, bottom, left, right, bottom, isometric 
options, rear, free orbit, constrained orbit, continuous 
orbit, realistic, 2d wire frame, 3d wire frame, hidden 
view, x -ray vies

Meshing
options: smooth object, smooth more, smooth less, meshing



A sample 3d model

Other commands

options: 3d rotate, 3d move, 3d mirror, 3d scale, section, 

group, gizmo, culling, filter, surfaces options



CATIA V5



2. Catia V5

Tool bars used:

Profile
options: 
point

profile, line, rectangle, circle, conics, 

Operation
options: corner, chamfer, trim, break close, 
complement , mirror, symmetry offset, scale

Constraint
options: dimensional constraint, auto 
constraint, edit multi constraint,animate
constraint

Sketch tools
options: grid, snap to point, construction

/standard elements, geometrical,

constraints

dimensional 

View
options: pan, zoom, rotate, normal view

show/hide, isometric view



Tools 

options: datum, current body,

status

sketch solving 

Visualization
options:  cut section, diagnostic,

& geometrical constraint

Dimensional 

Sample sketcher drawing
Sketcher drawing added

thickness in part design work bench 



Tool bars used:

Sketch based features
options: pad, pocket, shaft, groove, rib, slot, solid 
multi section and remove multi section solid

Dress up features
options: fillets, chamfer, draft, shell, thicken
thread/tap, remove/replace face

Transformation features
options: translate, rotate, symmetry
mirror, rectangular, circular, user pattern,
scaling, affinity

Reference elements
options: point, line, plane

Boolean operations
add, remove, intersect,

assemble, union trim, remove lump

Surface based features
options: 

options: 

thick surface, close surface,
split surface, sew surface



Annotation

Assign material

Pipe vice designed in part modeling

This model is generated

by using options in sketch

based features tool bar, 

dress up features and 

transformation tool bar



Tool bars used:

View
options: front view, projection view,

isometric view, section view, broken

view, detail view, clipping view

Dimensioning

Draw
options: new view, new sheet, new detail sheet

instantiate 2d element,

Dress up
options: centre line, centre line with reference

axis line, thread/tap, centre and axis line

Annotation

options: text, text with leader, balloon, surface

finish, weld symbol, table



This is drafting work bench format showing
front views, section view, side view, detail view

and isometric view



Tool bars used:

Product structure 
options: instantiate component, 
replace component, part, product, 
component, generate numbering, fast multi instantiation 

Constraints
options: fix, coincidence, contact, offset,

angle, reuse pattern, quick constraint

Move
options: manipulation, snap, smart move,
explode, stop manipulate on clash

Space analysis

options: contact, clearance, clash , 
sectioning

Scenes 
options: enhanced scenes, reorder  
scenes



This is assembly design of universal
coupling with all constraint applied to arrest

degrees of freedom



Tool bars used:
Surfaces
options: extrude, revolve, offset, sphere, 

rough offset, sweep, adaptive sweep, fill, multi section 

surface, blend

Operation
options: join, heal, assemble, split, trim, untrim

fillet and its sub options, extract, boundary, 

translate, rotate, scale, affinity, symmetry, extrapolate

Wireframe
options: projection, combine, reflect line, 

intersection, parallel curve, circle, conic,

helix, spiral, isoparametric curve,3d corner, spiral

BiW templates
options: junction, diabolo, hole, hole curve,

Mating flange, bead

Advanced surfaces
options: bump, wrap curve, wrap surface,

Shape morphing



A surface generated by 
using sweep option and 
added 2mm thickness

These surface models generated 
by using sweep sub option and 

added 2mm thickness



Tool bars used:

Walls
options: sheet metal parameters, wall, 

recognise , extrusion, wall on edge, flange,

Hem, tear drop, user flange

Bending
options: bend, conical bend, bend from flat,

unfolding , folding, point or curve mapping

Rolled wall
options: hopper , rolled wall

Cutting
options: cutout, hole, circular cutout,

corner relief, corner chamfer

Stamping
options: surface stamp, bead, flanged cut out,

louver, bridge, circular stamp,

circular cutout, stiffening rib, dowel,

user stamp



Stamp formed by using the command
user stamp in Catia



SOLID WORKS



3. Solid Works

Tool bars used:

Draw options:
Line, axis, smart dimension, rectangle options, circle 
options, polygon, slot, arc, spline , ellipse, fillet, chamfer
text, point

Editing options:
Trim, extend, offset, mirror entities, linear and circular 
sketch patterns, move entities, copy entities, scale 
entities, stretch entities, rotate entities, sketch relations

A sample solid works sketch 
With fully defined

When material added to 
that sketch



Tool bars used:

Material adding options
Extrude boss, revolve boss, swept boss, lofted boss, 
boundary boss

Removing options
extrude cut, hole wizard, revolve cut, swept cut, lofted 
cut, boundary cut

Editing options
fillet and its sub options, chamfer, pattern and its sub 
options,  draft, shell, wrap, intersect, mirror

Reference geometry options
Planes, axis, point, coordinate system, centre of mass,

instant 3d option

Curves options
helix, spiral, project curve, split curve, composite 

curve, curve through reference point, curve through 

x,y,z , point



Ducts in varying sections
modeled using Solid works tool

Lofted boss and
Boundary boss options 
Used to generate this 

model



Tool bars used:

View options

standard view, projected view, auxiliary view, section 

views, section cut, detail view, break view, break out 

view, crop view

Dimension & Text options
smart dimension and its sub option, model items, 

format painter, note, balloon,

magnetic lines 

Symbols
surface finish, weld symbols, geometric tolerance, datum 
features, datum target, centre mark, centre line, hatch

Tables options
general table, hole table, bill of material, weld table, revision 
table, bend table, punch table

Editing options
by right click on sheet going into properties we can change 

sheet size, scale etc



Solid works drafting work bench



Tool bars used:

Assembly features

Insert component, new part, copy with mates,  mates, move 

component, rotate component

Pattern components

Linear, circular, feature driven, mirror, sketch driven 

component

Assembly features

Hole wizard, simple hole, extrude cut, revolve cut, swept 

cut, fillet, chamfer, belt/chain

Other  features

Bill of material, exploded view, smart fasteners, motion 

study

Here we see assembly of 
knuckle joint in solid 

works



Tool bars used:

Sheet metal features

Base tab, lofted bend, edge flange, miter flange, hem and 

its sub option, jog, sketch bend, corners, chamfers, weld 

corner, break corner, forming tool, extrude cut, sample 

hole, fold, unfold, flatten, flatten, no bends, rip

Here we see sheet metal  
sample in solid works



Tool bars used:

Surface features
Extrude surface, revolved surface, swept surface, lofted 

surface, boundary surface, filled surface, free form

Editing options
Trim surface, extend surface,

surface, knit surface, planer surface, offset, ruled 

surface, fillet, chamfer

Thickness  features
Thicken, thicken cut, cut with surface

Here we see surface 
model in solid works 

works



UNIGRAPHICS NX



4. Unigraphics NX

Tool bars used:

Curves

Profile, Line, rectangle options, circle options, polygon, 

arc, studio spline , ellipse, , point, pattern curve, offset, 

mirror, project curve, fit curve, intersection

Trimming options

Quick trim, extend, fillet , chamfer , make

corner, move curve, resize curves, delete

curves

Constraint options

Rapid dimension, geometric constraint, display sketch 

constraints, symmetric, auto constraint, auto dimension, 

animate constraint, continuous auto dimension, create 

inferred constraints, convert to reference, alternate 

solution



A sample NX sketch with 
fully constrained dimension
Are hidden for clear picture

When material added to 
that sketch



Tool bars used:

Feature options

Extrude, revolve, swept, sweep along guide, hole, 

pattern features

Editing options

Edge blend and its sub options, chamfer, 

draft, draft body, trim body, mirror feature, split body, 

thread, scale body, rib, thicken, unite body, subtract 

body, intersect body

Feature based modeling

block, cylinder, cone, sphere, slot, pad, groove, emboss, 

offset emboss, dart, boss, pocket

Synchronous modeling

move face, offset face, replace face, delete 

face, pull face, delete face

Sample part created
Using NX options



Tool bars used:

View options
View creation, projected view, auxiliary 

view, section views, base view, detail view, view break, 

break out view, crop view, copy view, update view, view 

alignment, view boundary

Dimension options
Rapid dimension , angular dimension, ordinate

dimension, radial dimension

Annotation
Note, surface finish, weld symbols, 

geometric tolerance, datum features, datum target, 

centre mark, image, hatch, area fill, intersection

Tables options
tabular note, parts list, auto balloon, hole

table, bend table

Custom symbol
Insert, smash, replace, define, define

from catalog, edit definition



NX Drafting display



Tool bars used:

Here we see assembly of 
     wheel and flange in
                  UG NX

Component features

Add component, create new, mirror assembly, create new 

parent

Component position

Asembly constraints, move component, remember 

constraints, show or hide constraints, show degree of 

freedom

General
Wave link geometry, arrangements, sequence

Other  features

Clearance analysis, exploded view, new explosion



Tool bars used:

Surface

Extrude surface, revolved surface, swept surface, sweep 

along guide surface, studio surface, N sided surface, fill 

surface, through curves, law extension, through curve 

mesh, ruled surface, swoop, transition, ribbon builder, 

bridge, face blend, edge blend, styled blend, extension, 

silhouette flange, variation sweep, bounded plane

Surface operations

Trim surface, trim and extend 

surface, extract geometry, untrim surface, thicken, emboss, 

offset surface, sew, unsew , join face, divide face, variable 

offset, rough offset, wrap geometry, offset face, solid to 

sheet, four point surface

Curves & derived curve
point, line, arc, studio spline , text, helix, curve on surface, 

offset curve, project curve, intersection curve, bridge curve,

isoparametric curve, offset curve in face, composite curve, 

section curve, combined projection, wrap and unwrap curve, 

mirror curve, trim curve, curve length 



Here we sample surface 
model in UG NX

Combined projection
option applied in this
              model



Tool bars used:

Solid punch option 
applied in this model

Basics & bend options

Convert to sheet, tab, flange and its sub options, counter 

flange, hem flange, lofted flange, jog, bend, bridge bend, 

advanced flange, unform, reform

Corner & punch operations

Closed corner, three bend corner,

break corner, chamfer, bend taper, dimple, louver, drawn 

cutout, bead, solid punch, gusset

Feature operations 

Extrude, normal cutout, hole, pattern feature,

Pattern face, trim body, mirror feature, unite

Form options

Unbend, rebend, flat pattern, flat solid, export pattern, resize

bend radius, resize bend angle, resize neutral factor



CAPSTONE PROJECTS
V6 Tool Rotor & Stator Blanking dwgs    

Autocad 46 DIA Mini Slots Component dwgs    

6 Stage Mini Slots dwgs 

Converting nonparametric crank shaft model to parametric    

Catia V5

Solid Works

Unigraphics NX

Modeling , Drafting and Assembling of Radial engine components  

Modeling, Drafting and Assembling of Fuel injector in diesel engine 

Modeling , Drafting of Steering Knuckle

Modeling , Drafting of Transmission �ange

Modeling, Drafting and Assembling of petrol engine connecting rod

Modeling , Drafting of Rare suspension bracket

Modeling , Drafting of Sweep cover

Modeling, Drafting and Assembling of Check valve



IIBM INSTITUTE PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Job Mailer facility 

The placement cell’s Job Mailer facility delivers weekly job opportunities through their emails based on 
the course the candidate completed. It helps in sending applications/sorting job interviews for career 
progression.  

2. Live Placement Orientation Sessions

Live interactive sessions by IIBM mentors to assist the candidates on job search and to help them to 
understand the nuances of getting quick success in the placement procedure.  Live sessions are conducted 
on Sundays and Mondays by their placement experts.

3. Career Assistance videos

IIBM Institute Placement Department archived more than 50+ Hours of Recorded course on motivation and 

the students to build excellent and contemporary careers. 

4. 

Nowadays, LinkedIn plays a vital role in talent hunt by the empolyers. The scope of it can be optimally 
extracted only by a career professional. IIBM’s career/placement cell guides the students to create an 

5. Promotional videos

Promotional videos are mailed to all IIBM India students, and these videos will help students to stay focused 
on the road to success, new job opportunities, and personal grooming. These videos will allow students to 
stay charged and energized until they crack the job challenge.

6. Personalized Guidance by IIBM Institute 

Personalized counselling helps the students to secure a job based on their skill level, basic education 

better foothold in the industry. 

7. Mock interviews

IIBM’s recruitment experts conduct mock sessions replicating a professional interview session, and it will 
prepare the candidates to face the most challenging interview sessions. This practice session will help them 

etc. 

8. Resume Preparation

guidance and training for creating a well-formatted resume to attract the best review/impression from 
potential employers. 



PROGRAM FACULTY & TRAINER

 

B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering, Diploma in 
Mechanical Engineering, SSC

Worked on Plastic, Casting, and Sheet Metal Components.

13+ years of professional experience.
8 years 7 months of relevant experience on Mechanical Design.
Freelance Trainer teaching Catia V5, Unigraphics, Solid works and 
Autocad for the consultant like Ikya Global Pvt. Ltd, Alr Global Services, 
Group of Engineers, MGR Technical Services, Sinchroserve and for some 
colleges. 
1.8 years of exp as a Design Engineer in a Sheet Metal Manufacturing 
Plant Auric Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
4.3 years of experience as a Design Engineer in Design Depot. of Dwaith 
Infotech Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad.
2.6 years of experience as Cad engineer in Imperial Cad Systems.

   
   

D.W. JAMES

      

  

 

 

  

   

:

DEVENDRA KUMAR   
He has trained more than 500 teachers on Engineering 
Peadagogy and Digital Trasformation. He guided nearly 
60 PG projects and 40 UG projects. He dealt teaching 
engineering to approximately 1500 students in his 
teaching career.

Training & Placements from last 8 years . He has 
worked with many well known colleges/Universities.
Has got exceptional performance award in the 
domain of students career counseling and mentoring. 
With high level of networking in corporates.

ANOOP MATHEW   

PLACEMENT MENTORS   

 : M.B.A (Marketing & Finance )  
 : M.Tech (power electronics), MBA-HR, 

PhD in power quality improvement

NOTE* : Faculty & Curriculum can change as per prevelling conditions. 



IIBM INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
www.iibminternships.com

DIVERSE JOB POSITIONS

 IIBM CANDIDATES WORKING IN COMPANIES BELOW

 Project Engineer Project Architect 

Project Manager

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
Technician 

Architectural Technologist 

 Interior Designer 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
Drafter

Modeler


